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ACROSS
1: the goal intended to be attained (and which is
believed to be attainable)
4: edible starchy tuberous root of taro plants
8: strike sharply
12: an agency of the United Nations that
promotes drug control and crime prevention
13: (computer science) a data transmission rate
(bits/second) for modems
14: an agreement for free trade between the
United States and Canada and Mexico; became
effective in 1994 for ten years
16: United States newspaper publisher
(1858-1935)
17: European freshwater fish resembling the
roach
18: anything apparently limitless in quantity or
volume
19: an argument in favor of a ___posal
20: a numbered compartment in a post office
where mail is put to be called for
21: the compass point that is one point west of
due south
23: the cause or intention underlying an action
or situation, especially in the phrase `the ___s
and wherefores'
24: very young
26: (psychophysics) the difference between two
stimuli that (under properly controlled
experimental conditions) is detected as often as
it is undetected
28: of or relating to or characteristic of
Thailand or its people
30: an Islamic fundamentalist group in Pakistan
that fought the Soviet Union in Afghanistan in
the 1980s; now operates as a terrorist
organization primarily in Kashmir and seeks
Kashmir's accession by Pakistan
32: informal terms for a meal
36: not soft or yielding to pressure
39: a unit of length based on the width of the
expanded human hand (usually taken as 9
inches)
41: the cry of a cock (or an imitation of it)
42: a fabric woven from goat hair and camel
hair
43: battles in World War II in the Pacific
(November 1943); United States Marines took
the islands from the Japanese after bitter
fighting
45: a self-report personality inventory
originally derived from the MMPI; consists of
several hundred yes-no questions and yields
scores on a number of scales including
dominance and self acceptance and self control
and socialization and achievement etc.
46: expose to a chance of loss or damage
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48: creeping evergreen shrub having narrow
overlapping leaves and early white star-shaped
flowers; of the pine barrens of New Jersey and
the Carolinas
49: English illustrator of several of Dickens'
novels (1815-1882)
50: a government agency in the Department of
Labor to maintain a safe and healthy work
environment
51: a Mayan language spoken by the ___
52: being one more than fifteen
54: a man who serves as a sailor
56: a surgical procedure usually performed
under local anesthesia in which the cervix is
dilated and the endometrial lining of the uterus
is scraped with a curet; performed to obtain
tissue samples or to stop prolonged bleeding or
to remove small tumors or to remove fragments
of placenta after childbirth or as a method of
abortion
60: Switzerland's information network for
security and defense studies and for peace and
conflict research and for international relations
63: a unit of information equal to 1024
gibibytes or 2^40 (1,099,511,627,776) bytes
65: god of war and sky; counterpart of Norse
Tyr

67: voracious snakelike marine or freshwater
fishes with smooth slimy usually scaleless skin
and having a continuous vertical fin but no
ventral fins
68: a genus of tall Asian trees of the family
Bombacaceae
70: highly excited
72: a Russian river in Siberia; flows northward
into the Laptev Sea
73: part of the perianth that is usually brightly
colored
74: United States physiologist (born in
Germany) who did research on parthenogenesis
(1859-1924)
75: (Norse mythology) ruler of the Aesir;
supreme god of war and poetry and knowledge
and wisdom (for which he gave an eye) and
husband of Frigg; identified with the Teutonic
Wotan
76: the basic unit of money in Iran
77: extinct heavy flightless bird of Mauritius
related to pigeons
78: athletic facility equipped for sports or
physical training
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1: the capital and largest city of Ghana with a
deep-water port
2: (Greek mythology) the rarified fluid said to
flow in the veins of the Gods
3: a widely distributed system of free and fixed
macrophages derived from bone marrow
4: a river in northeastern Spain; flows into the
Mediterranean
5: apply to a surface
6: an event that fails badly or is totally
ineffectual
7: the ratio by which one better's wager is
greater than that of another
8: apprehended with certainty
9: a council consisting of permanent
representatives of all the member countries of
NATO; has political authority and powers of
decision
10: more than one but indefinitely small in
number
11: a major Egyptian god; shaper of the world;
father of gods and men; worshipped especially
at Memphis
12: add impurities to (a semiconductor) in order
to produce or modify its properties
15: one or some or every or all without
specification
20: 100 ___s equal 1 kyat in Myanmar
22: the bureau in the Department of Justice that
assists local criminal justice systems to reduce
or prevent crime and violence and drug abuse
25: your general store of remembered
information
27: (astronomy) the angular distance of a
celestial body north or to the south of the
celestial equator; expressed in degrees; used
with right ascension to specify positions on the
celestial sphere
29: a belief (or system of beliefs) accepted as
authoritative by some group or school
30: a Muslim ruler or governor or judge
31: trademark for a powerful operating system
33: a passageway under a curved masonry
construction
34: a lightweight hat worn in tropical countries
for protection from the sun
35: British slang for a swindle
36: a card game in which players bet against
the dealer on the cards he will draw from a
dealing box
37: wading birds of warm regions having long
slender down-curved bills
38: imprudently incurring risk
40: an informal term for a father; probably
derived from baby talk
44: (Greek mythology) Greek goddess of the
night; daughter of Chaos; counterpart of
Roman Nox

47: the leaves of the shrub Catha edulis which
are chewed like tobacco or used to make tea;
has the effect of a euphoric stimulant
49: perennial herb of East Indies to Polynesia
and Australia; cultivated for its large edible
root yielding Otaheite arrowroot starch
51: the use of nuclear magnetic resonance of
protons to produce proton density images
53: (British) British term for video display
55: an island consisting of a circular coral reef
surrounding a lagoon
57: demanding or needing attention, affection,
or reassurance to an excessive degree
58: (usually plural) close-fitting trousers of
heavy _____ for manual work or casual wear
59: group of people related by blood or
marriage
60: automatic data processing in which data
acquisition and other stages or processing are
integrated into a coherent system
61: a man who courts a woman
62: an antiviral drug used against HIV; is
incorporated into the DNA of the virus and
stops the building process; results in
incomplete DNA that cannot create a new
virus; often used in combination with other
drugs
64: with no effort to conceal
65: having a toe or toes of a specified kind;
often used in combination
66: a member of the largest ethnic group in
southeastern Nigeria
69: a plant hormone promoting elongation of
stems and roots
71: any thick, viscous matter
72: measuring instrument that consists of a
float that trails from a ship by a knotted line in
order to measure the ship's speed through the
water

